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Haus, J. W., Bowden, C. M., and Sung, C. C. We present analytical results for the steady-state signal and phase-conjugate fields interacting with smoothly varying nondepleted pump waves in a nearly degenerate four-wave-mixing geometry. Signal depletion is retained in the equations and we study the effect that detuning on the input signal from the degenerate pump amplitudes has on the reflected conjugate wave and the transmitted signal wave. A general result is derived for the appearance of spontaneou, amplification under weak restrictions on the profile of the degenerate pump fields. The conju gation of the phase front of the signal is studied for exponential and hyperbolic secant functions multiplying the coupling coefficients and comparison is made with corresponding results for square profile pump fields. These results are discussed and their relevance to phase conjugation of pulses is examined. the mixing of electromagnetic waves in nonlinear media is All of the above-mentioned papc1i endow the pump optical phase conjugation.' It is realized in a wide range fields with a square profile. It is the purpose of this paper of materials and under several experimental co-ditions.
to deal with pump fields whose profiles are smooth. This There are new types of adaptive optical devices (called causes, as is shown below, significant quantitative differphase-conjugating mirrors) that use this phenomenon to ences in the response of the phase conjugator; surprisingcreate a scattered electromagnetic wave from the signal ly, some properties are unchanged. We show, for infield, called the conjugate field. The conjugate wave propstance, that the region of amplification of degenerate sigagates along the same axis as the incoming signal, but nal and conjugate fields is not changed when inhomogenewith its phase and propagating direction reversed. The ous pump profiles are used. On the other hand, for deconjugate waves have the property of correcting distortuned signal fields the response of the phase conjugator is tions in a wave front of a coherent electromagnetic field weaker for smoother pump profiles. Taken together this that were introduced in the signal wave as it passed can lead to large quantitative discrepancies in the frequen-N through an inhomogeneous medium. Thus the conjugate cy response of the phase conjugator with different pump wave is called'the "time-reversed" analogue of the signal profiles. field.
In Sec. II the derivation of the equations in the slowly Degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) is a simple varying envelope approximation is given and necessary method used to generate optical phase conjugation., It notation is introduced. Analytic results are presented and has been proposed for a variety of applications including discussed in Sec. III. In Sec. IV conclusions are drawn interferometry and signal processing. [2] [3] [4] While applicaabout the results. tions such as this are intriguing, there is a need to esti-II. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS mate the fidelity of the phase-conjugate wave not only with respect to the time reversal of the amplitude, but also
The wave equation for the electromagnetic fields in a with respect to the time reversal of the phase across the medium with a scalar dielectric constant is wave front. as the sum of these four amplitudes with appropriate Since the amplitudes E, (x) and E P2(x) are not plane plane-wave phase factors:
waves, the coupling coefficients, appearing in Eq. (4) after
inserting Eqs. (7), are also functions of the spatial coordi-
This dependence is simplified by considering the
-k c signal and conjugate fields to propagate perpendicular to +E~e $ +Ec(x)e "' +c.c. , (2) the pump fields and by allowing the pump fields to have a where c.c. refers to the complex conjugate of the first beam waist which is much larger than the transverse exterms on the right-hand side. The polarization can also be tent of the fields E and E (see Fig. 1 ). Nevertheless, the expanded into four terms as given in Eq. (2); the slowly pumps still have a finite extent along the z axis and they varying envelope approximation 8 for the amplitudes in possess a smooth profile. The equations of motion can be Eq. (2) is written as
and (3) c (8) C a a where the polarization has been expanded into two modes
P=(Pe +Pce )+c.c.
E
and the appropriate amplitude contributions appear in Eq.
EC ES (4) . The operator V2 is the Laplacian in the direction C transverse to the z axis.
To make explicit calculations we assume linear polarization for the signal and the conjugate field and the polarization is a linear function of E 5 
The equations so generated can be used as the basis of r further calculations on dynamic properties. However, the This profile simulates the transverse shape of a laser steady-state results in this paper already provide informabeam. tion about the response of the phase-conjugating mirror to For comparison we use results for the square pump different frequency components. Therefore, these results profile defined as are relevant to describing the time-dependent fields. The coupling coefficient K is varied by changing the the transverse direction. The transverse coordinate can be length of the interaction region in the pump field ampli-• removed by transforming the fields, and the equations can tudes in the region ir/4 <K < 31T/4, in which the signal be combined into a single second-order differential equaand conjugate fields are amplified. Near K=iT/2 there is tion for the complex fields. For instance, the signal field a so-called oscillation threshold where a small signal field satisfies the equation value produces a large conjugate and signal field output. These spontaneous amplification regimes appear at higher EF'=GE,'-[K2G2+A2-iAG IE.,
,12i values of K as well, K=31r/2, 5i/2, etc. and are the result G IG of fulfilling a resonance condition in the medium..
where the primes denote a derivative with respect to z.
A. Exponential pump profile Specific functions G t z) are treated in the followine section.
Here we only treat the profile given by Eq. (13); however, it is also possible to solve for combinations of exponen-II. RESULTS tial pump shapes both rising and falling as functions of z.
S
Equation (12) 
)'.( for the square profile as well, but there are large quantitaAs F-.0, the signal field is tive differences which will be discussed at the end of this section. 
as -,0 (i.e., z -). The asymptotic solution is
The solution for the field when the signal is degenerate with the pumps (A =0) is This coniorms with the rroper -symptotic siu',ii of th,-
This solution has properties which are similar to those de-
) rived by assuming that the pump beams have a constant amplitude profile %A hich falls abruptly to zero. For interThe coefficient A is mediate pump field amplitudes, i.e., T/4 <K < IT, the phase-conjugate field is amplified in the medium, when A = Es(0)( -I )liA/2) (35) the signal field is degenerate with the pumps. In this regime the reflectivity of the device is greater than unity.
The phase-conjugate field is S 
The boundary condition for the conjugate field applies at '= 1. After some algebra the coefficient B is 
I(38
The divergences of the gamma function r(3/2-K/I.) can
The spontaneous amplification regimes appear at identical also be found in Ref. 10; they also appear at K=37n/2, values of K independent of the profile shape. In particular 51r/2, etc.
the Gaussian-shaped profiles will likewise obey this threshold condition.
C. General result for resonant fields D. Numerical illustration
The fact that all of the above profiles have identical vaue fr h dvegecs uges ha ageealthorm To illustrate these results in greater detail the intensities , values for the divergences suggest that a general theorem holds for classes of pump profile shapes. This is indeed are plotted for the three pump profiles. The signal fields the case and is derived in the following, are shown in Fig. 2 for K=0. 7 8 . The longitudinal coordiFor a transverse profile G W) 0, we define the area as nate extends over the range [0, 1] ; for the square pump e profile this coordinate is the z axis and for the exponential
(39) and hyperbolic secant pump profiles the scaled variable is used for this coordinate. The profiles of the intensities Equation ( shown. For the exponential profile, Fig. 2(b) , and the hyEqs. (18) and (19): perbolic secant profile, Fig. 2(c) , the wings of the signal intensity at A= +4 are not amplified at all at the output Conjugate intensity corresponding to Fig. 2(b) . (c) Conjugate inhyperbolic secant pump profile. tensity corresponding to Fig. 2(c) .
E(q)=E (O) c[K(
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In view of the foregoing results, several remarks are worth mentioning. In noncritical situations where the bandwidth of the signal is small compared to c /nL the conjugate field is a good time-reversed replica of the incoming signal. This means that the precise profile of the pumps are not a determining factor in achieving good optical phase conjugation fidelity.
As the bandwidth is increased the amount of loss of fidelity depends sensitively on the pump profile shape. We find that the square pump profiles [Figs. 3(a) and 4(a)] have better fidelity than the exponential and the hyperbol-0 ic secant pump profiles. These results could be tested, for instance, using an experimental arrangement similar to
CONJUGATE INTENSITY
HYPERBOLIC SECANT Falk;" he tested the fidelity of phase conjugation using PROFILE K F
393
CS 2 with a I-cm path length and the same DFWM geometry discussed here. Only millijoules of energy are required for the pump beams and the detuning of the sig-0 nal required to observe the effects discussed here is about Of course, there is one caveat to this which is not exhibited in the figures, namely, the phase of the conjugate fields is also distorted by the frequency detuning of the -2 signal field from the pump fields. For the square pump I'..' Z profiles the phase distortion can also be minimized by increasing the coupling constant, i.e., increasing pump in-.
:-tensities, cf. Eq. (17). The phase distortion correction of the exponential and hyperbolic secant pump profiles for large K are not as obvious, but analogous to the discussion , of the intensities in the preceding section, we find that the rapidly improved as the pump widths are decreased;" all parameters as in Fig. 2(a) Functions (Dover, New York, 1968) . N Pepper, Opt. Lett. 5, 105 (1980) ; B. R. Suydam and R. A.
I1J. Falk, Opt. Lett. 7, 620 (1982) . 
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